
Computer Games

• Instructor  -   D.A. Forsyth
• Seminar  -- this means
• fewer formal lectures, discussion counts, grading informal
• note-taking

• Grading
• participation in discussion
• homeworks, design exercises, project

• Wed, Fri, 11h00-12h15



Disavowals

• No-one’s much of an expert
• complicated phenomenon and complex industry
• huge demands on technological breadth

• We don’t necessarily approve of all 
• i.e. just because we look at grand theft auto doesn’t mean you should drive 

over policemen

• One doesn’t have to like games to think they’re important
• though it helps understand them



Who knows what?

• Who has played
• Games on PC
• Games on console

• Who is good at what kinds of games
• Graphics background
• HCI background
• Modelling background
• Design background
• Fiction/Authoring background



Major topics

•
• Graphics and modelling
• Interaction
• Physics, collision, etc
• Rendering
• Animation

• Game AI
• Planning+scheduling
• Strategy and tactics

• Authoring and design
• Interaction and interfaces
• Social Factors



Some Types of game

• Arcade games
• Tank commander, defender, space invaders, pong, etc

•  Shooters
• FP:  Doom, Turok, XIII, Quake, Red Faction, etc.
• TP:  Bloodrayne, 

• Tactical/strategic games
• Warcraft I-III, panzer general, Starcraft

• Role playing games
• Adventure, Primal

• Toys (?)
• Sims, Jurassic park, 

• Cinematic games
• Fatal frame, Silent Hill



Why do people play games?

• Discussion and exercise go here



History

• 1951 - Ralph Baer, an engineer with Loral, a company that develops and manufactures complex
military airborne electronics, is instructed to "build the best TV set in the world." Baer
suggests they add some kind of interactive game to the TV set to distinguish it from other
companies' TVs, but management ignores the idea.

• 1954 -  Former US Korean War veteran David Rosen sees the popularity of mechanical
coin-operated games on US military bases in Japan, so he starts Service Games to export
these games to Japan. In the 1960s, Rosen decides to make his own coin-operated
games, so he purchases a Tokyo jukebox and slot-machine company. The name SEGA,
short for "SErvice GAmes," is stamped on the games that Rosen produces, and
eventually Rosen adopts it as his company name.





























Turok questions

• Why do the bodies disappear?
• What is the blood for?
• Why is the structure so strongly constrained?



Warcraft questions

• Why is there no supply model?
• Why is there fog-of-war?
• Why is the opposing player so predictable?
• How does one build and tune so complex an interaction 

model to be “balanced”?



Fatal frame II

• Why are the protagonists young girls?
• Why does so little happen, yet it can be quite scary?



Jurassic Park

• Why is it so attractive?



Grand theft auto 

• Why does the absurd motion not seem to matter?
• How are the issues of scale managed?
• How can the engine and world representation be so free in 

form?


